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- Brrisbane Valley Fly
yer The SR71 Blackbirrd (by Rob Knight)
First flyin
ng in 1964, thee Lockheed SR
R‐71 "Blackbirrd" is still the fastest
f
jet ever b
built, a machin
ne so far ahea
ad of its time eeven its own pilots
p
thought iit looked moree like a spacesship than an aairplane. It wa
as and
still is an engineering marvel,
m
powered by innovaative engines that
t
d most efficien
ntly at Mach 3.2,
3 its typical cruising speed.
operated
From 19666 to 1998, it operated in se
ecrecy, flown only by a han
ndful
of the USSAF's most elitte pilots.
SR71’s seerved with thee 9th USAF Recconnaissance Wing based at
a
Beale AFB in Californiaa. Such is the security
s
at Beeale AFB that no
n
may under anyy normal circu
umstances fly in there without
aircraft m
prior app
proval and clearance. The only
o aircraft opperating from
m
Beale weere those statiioned there which,
w
at the tiime, included the SR71’s an
nd their suppoortKC‐135 refuelling
aircraft.
h
lines stilll unique in aviation annals. Always shrouuded in secreccy,
SR71s, always in stark black livery, have
er and operattors. Until with
hdrawn
detailed knowledge off them was severely restrictted to the airccraft develope
e’; service pilo
ots could see iit, but unless directly
d
from servvice in 1998 itts classification remained ‘ssight‐sensitive
involved,, couldn't walk up and toucch it, or look aat the cockpit. It was never available for ppublic displayy and on
return fro
om missions they
t
were taxied into the h angar before shut‐down. The
T sensitivityy of its operatiions was
such thatt very few peo
ople knew anyything much aabout it outsid
de its own small communityy.
In the current vernacu
ular, its size wa
as awesome. Matt black, itt was difficult to compare pperspectives and
ns were unlikee anything elsse. The
appreciatte how big theey were. 107 feet long but so slender their proportion
two gigan
ntic J‐58 engin
nes, mounted
d outboard froom mid span on
o each wing, also confusedd observers as to the
true dimeensions of thee total aeropla
ane.

Long and ssleek ‐ thorougghbred lines.
uirements for selection as an SR71 pilot w
were as unusu
ual as these most
m unusual aaircraft. First, the pilot
The requ
had to haave substantiaal experience flying at leastt two high‐perrformance aircraft. Second,, the pilot had
d to
already h
have considerable in‐flight‐refuelling expperience, and
third, havve a perfect fllight record with
w absolutelyy no medical
issues an
nd all this was checked out long before a pilot got to
Beale. A normal recruiitment system
m didn’t exist ‐ it was word
h passed back as a personal recommendaation for a
of mouth
person w
who could pass the screenin
ng checks. A ppilot didn’t
apply forr an SR71 postting – they we
ere by offeredd invitation
only.
S
pilots, ass much traininng as
For thosee selected as SR71
possible took place in the Northrop T‐38 Talon aiircraft.
panion trainerr since the
These weere flown as a kind of comp
The SR71 was a meann machine from any
SR‐71 waas so exorbitantly expensive
e to operate. The SR‐71
angle
e. Note the sizze of the engin
nes.
flight sim
mulators were a pilot’s first real look at thhe aircraft’s
capabilitiies. Also whilsst undergoing simulator traaining pilots
also spen
nt considerablle time in acad
demic study tto gather the knowledge
k
required to opeerate such com
mplex
aircraft w
where, becausse of their spe
eed and operaating costs, tim
me constraintss were a serioous issue.
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Crew meembers were very
v
carefully teamed‐up. TThere were tw
wo people to an
a aircraft: a ppilot, and a
reconnaissance system
ms operator (R
RSO). Matchinng background
ds, experience
e, and person alities were th
he
t chances of personality clashes. In the
e aircraft,
primary cconsiderations in pairing crrew members to minimise the
the seating arrangemeents kept people apart; thee two seats, se
et in tandem, allowed no phhysical contacct, the
ere six
cockpits being separatted by a titanium bulkhead . Crews were set for four years togetherr and there we
of simulator trraining just to
o get them com
mfortable with each other and to operatte the comple
ex
months o
systems aas an effectivee team.
Once thee team was formed, they were given justt
four fligh
hts in the SR71
1B, the version that had a
special co
ockpit and carrried an instru
uctor pilot – juust
the four fflights. With any
a other aircraft type a
trainee w
would get man
ny more trainiing flights butt
with the SR71, again, this
t was such a special
with extreme operating
o
costs that the
aircraft w
USAF autthorities tradeed on their hirring people w
who
could traansition into th
he aircraft verry quickly andd
w to refuel in mid‐air.
who already knew how
ng version, carrried a 3rd seatt
The SR711B, the trainin
for an insstructor in a special rear sta
ation from
The SR
R71 flew at its minimum levvel flight speed
d whilst
which itss occupant cou
uld see forward. The machiine
the KC‐135
K
at its maximum.
m
Thee overlap in sp
peeds
could be flown from either this seatt or the pilot’ss,
alloweed only a very small window
w for such a prrecision
or was presen
nt to serve as a
but reallyy the instructo
manoeuvre.
navigator and monitorr/observe the operation. Too
his was little different
d
to thhe
many traaining crews th
simulator except for th
he raw experience of sittingg inside an airrcraft of that power
p
and im
mmensity.
he four trainin
ng operations the trainees aalso had to ge
et used to wea
aring spacesuiits. They were
e Gemini
During th
suits, buiilt for sitting, and
a were veryy unwieldy. Thhey were the same suits as worn by astroonauts but the SR71
crews’ su
uits were gold
Flying thee SR71 for thee first time wa
as always a maajor issue. The
e pilot and RS
SO suited up aand waddled out
o to the
van for carriage to thee aeroplane. Each carried a small conditio
oning cooler because
b
the suuits got hot in
nside. The
mbed down into the seats and
a the groun d crew attach
hed the many cables and tuubes upon which their
crew clim
very survvival depended. They were finally strapp ed in and the hatch latched
d shut.
Start‐up was as uniquee as the rest of
o the aircraft because the SR71
S
JP‐7 fuel was hard to ignite at startt‐up. This
ed to over 6000°F at speed, well
w
characteristic was neccessary becausse the temperratures duringg flight climbe
f normal jett fuel, and it w
would therefo
ore self‐ignite and turn the ccrew and aircraft into
above the flash‐point for
crispy critters.
To start the SR71’s
S
J‐58 engines, a uniquue chemical iggnition
system was used.
u
Stored in
n a small fuel ttank the size of a
grapefruit waas a wicked ch
hemical called triethylboran
ne which
explodes on contact
c
with oxygen.
o
To gett the engines started
compressed air
a began to tu
urn the motorr and the pilott would
advance the SR71’s
S
engine
e throttle. At a certain RPM, the
triethyborane
e was fed in to
o light the fueel and ignition
occurred. As the fuel began to burn a 500 foot long gre
een flame
shot out behiind the aeroplane.
When an SR7
71 took off it was
w the only t hing moving on
o the
base. It operaation was so expensive
e
thatt absolutely no
onfliction of any
a type was ccountenanced
d. After runwa
ay line‐up, andd with the nossewheel
chances ffor delay or co
centred, the pilot open
ned up both engines
e
to thee maximum affterburner (AB
B) position. Hee now had to keep the
Eveen trainees weere dressed in
n gold.
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- Brisbane Valley Flyer aircraft accelerating down the centreline until he reached VR at 180 knots. He then drew the stick back to lift
the nose and about 5 eternal seconds after rotation the aircraft would break ground at about 210 knots.
Airborne, the pilot continued to raise the nose (to contain the airspeed) whilst selecting ‘gear‐up’. As the
aircraft accelerated through Mach 0.5 the surface limiter warning light lit and the pilot engaged the ‘surface
limiter’ a device restricting flight control movements to prevent inadvertent over stressing of the aircraft. The
initial climb pitch attitude was around 35 to 40° depending on the actual fuel load carried. Radio silence was
total: the only identifiable trace was its transponder returns.
35000lb of fuel (half tanks) gave an aircraft gross take‐off weight of 95000lb. At this weight, at a 2300 feet
AMSL airfield with an OAT of 32°C, the aircraft needed 1.524 km of runway. The aircraft took‐off about five
minutes after the fuel tanker departed and the pilot didn't even wait to get to altitude before commencing
refuelling because the aeroplane ate fuel at such prodigious rate. On a normal flight it was common to burn
through 80,000 pounds of fuel in about an hour and twenty minutes (approximately 45,375 litres, or a fuel
burn rate of 34000 litres per hour (600 litres per minute)) and that's a lot of gas! That was why in‐flight
refuelling experience was so crucial to the pilot screening process. The time available for refuelling with such a
high fuel burn rate was small and the pilot had to get it right the first time. On a typical flight, three air‐to‐air
refuels were common, but on longer missions a pilot might have to refuel six or eight times. Some operations
made for long days.
After take‐off and the first airborne refuel, the pilot would light the afterburner immediately and take the
aircraft to full power for the next hour. That's an amazing achievement, because no other aeroplane can fly
with full afterburner operating continuously. All other aircraft are limited to a limit of just a few minutes. A
typical flight path at this early stage of an operation was to put the nose down just before Mach 1, and then
after passing through Mach 1, lift the nose back up and punch through all the way to Mach 3 in the climb. At
this point a unique phenomenon occurred ‐ the faster the aircraft flew the more ram thrust the engines got
and this burned less fuel. Yes – a pilot flew faster to burn less fuel. To fly the SR71 properly, a pilot had to
unlearn almost everything they knew about flying other aircraft.
Pilots found the aeroplane was actually great to fly. The controls had ‘feel’, albeit artificial, that was realistic.
And the pilot felt a part of the mass of the aircraft, on the ground as well as in flight. Controls were firm but
effective, the engineered design adding input to keep things ‘feeling’ right considering the vast variations in
airspeed of which the aircraft was capable. It had a conventional stick, just like a fighter, that operated two
elevons on each side along the trailing edge of the delta wing, as well as normal rudder pedals. Controls were
hydraulic with special “feel” springs to provide stick resistance proportional to pilot control input. When flying
it subsonic it was actually a pretty honest aeroplane. The aircraft had massive power, and was light weight
(relatively) when low on fuel and ready to land at which time it was a thrill to fly. When the pilot pushed those
throttles forward it could accelerate faster than the throttles moved and they had to keep up with it to stay in
control both physically as well as mentally. At high speed, at Mach 3.2 and depending on air density the
aircraft could be covering 42 nautical miles per minute and this required a massive change in a pilot’s spatial
thinking to keep track of his position. When supersonic, the crew were just in a vector, sitting on the pointy
edge of it and trying to maintain control. The aircraft was solid, reliable, and the crews had great confidence in
it: there were never doubts about it getting back. Pilots reported its only drawback as being its extremely poor
visibility but pilots could yank it, bank it, throw it around and fly
it with precision, even after an eight hour sortie.
At the end of each sortie the crew, working for hours at
consistently high intellectual levels, were understandably
drained but they still faced the landing phase of the operation.
This was challenging as the visibility from the tiny, low set
cockpit with very small windows was designed for speed and
not visibility. The aircraft had very large chines around its
fuselage that blocked out much of the pilot’s view downwards.
This was compounded by the aircraft’s high nose attitude in the
descent and when landing, a factor inherited from its delta wing
design. To compensate, the pilots just had to look to the side
and go by sight. Then, when the wheels were on the runway, it
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just rremained to pop
p the big ch
hute, and feel the drag pull the last
of thhe airspeed offf the aircraft.
Everyy operational sortie had the opportunityy for disaster. To quote
just oone incident, an SR71 was heading northh out of an En
nglish
basee in January so
o it was dark almost
a
24/24. The aircraft had
h just
refueelled off the coast
c
of Norwa
ay and the pil ot was climbing
throuugh 72,000 fe
eet in his second climb wheen he had an engine
e
fire. With just seco
onds before the fire becam
me catastrophiic, he
own, turned the
t aircraft aroound, and sta
arted
shut the engine do
r
loade
ed fuel. He hadd to get the aircraft
dum ping all that recently
mum landing weight
w
for an eemergency arrrival at
downn to its maxim
the ppre‐planned Norwegian
N
airffield. Howeveer, on declarin
ng his
intenntions the pilo
ot was advised
d that the airbbase was close
ed due
weatther. Now a sccramble comm
menced for ann alternate an
nd the
closeest turned outt to be anothe
er Norwegian runway, but snow‐
s
packked this time. This made it a single engineed instrument
apprroach onto a snow‐packed
s
runway at nigght. The airpla
ane had
neveer been landed
d under those
e conditions a nd there was
conssiderable anxie
ety regarding a successful ooutcome. How
wever, in
with the high recruitment requirements
r
selecting onlyy the best
line w
pilotts on offer, the
e aircraft was safely set up for the emerggency
The sh
harp end of a sharp aeropla
ane
o the snow. Thhe pilot later
apprroach and dulyy arrived onto
comm
mented that he
h had no idea how it woulld respond in the
landing p
phase, but thee chute slowed
d it down justt fine. He laterr reported tha
at the CO of thhe base came and
asked "W
What do you need?" The CO
O was told, "A telephone an
nd a beer."
Happy Flyying
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ooOOoo ‐‐‐‐‐‐

Ne
ew P‐51 Mustang
M
Look‐aliike
Ta
akes Off

SW
W51 – the NEEW Mustang for everyonne

The
e North American P‐51 Musstang is possibly the
mo
ost highly reve
ered airplane eever created, and
sevveral companies have relea sed look‐alike
es of the
classsic warbird. The
T most receent addition to
o the
Mu
ustang stable comes
c
from FFK‐Lightplaness — a
Pollish company that producess LSAs and aerobatic
airp
planes. Its SW
W51 recently toook to the skies for the
firsst time and serial number thhree, which will
w be
flying under an experimental
e
eexhibition
worthiness certificate, is exxpected to land in the
airw
U.SS. by the year‐end.

According to Ron Hanssen, the vice president
p
of H
Hansen Air Gro
oup — the No
orth Americann dealer for FK
K‐
nes, the SW51
1 is a 70‐perce
ent scale imitaation of the No
orth American
n P‐51 made oof a proprietary
Lightplan
material that is both lighter and stro
onger than caarbon fibre. Th
he material is stained to loook like aluminium.
Unlike th
he original warbird, which has
h nearly 1,5000 horsepowe
er and flies at about 435 knnots, the SW51 is
powered
d by a 100‐hp Rotax 912 ULSS engine drivi ng a fixed‐pitcch carbon fibrre three‐bladee DUC propeller and is
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- Brisbane Valley Flyer expected to cruise at around 150 knots. The new airplane will be able to withstand aerobatic manoeuvres
within +8 and ‐4 G.
Hansen said FK‐Lightplanes can produce the airplane in one week and his company expects to receive its SW51
in mid‐December. FK‐Lightplanes plans to certify the SW51 under the light sport aircraft category.
The SW designation is due to FK‐Lightplanes' partnership with Scale Wings, which helped design the airplane.
The SW51 took more than 40,000 man‐hours to develop.

Christmas Message from the President
I would like to wish all members a safe and healthy Christmas and new year.
I would also like to invite more members along for the monthly meetings and
following BBQ lunch. It is a great opportunity to get together, to hear others’
experiences, their new ideas and just enjoy the company.
Thanks
Wayne

FLY-INS Looming
07 December

Gympie

Gympie Monthly Brekky Fly-in

12 December

Hervey Bay

Christmas Party

13 December

Angelfield

Brekkie Fly-in Murgon

20 December

Dunwich

Straddie Fly-in Breakfast

11 January 2015

Angelfield

Brekkie Fly-in Murgon

17 January

Dunwich

Straddie Fly-in Breakfast

14 February

Angelfield

Brekkie Fly-in Murgon

21 February

Dunwich

Straddie Fly-in Breakfast

Note:
The next BVSAC Flyer will be Issue
22, - the February Issue.
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Jabiru’s Engine Issues Explode onto the News Scene
On 13November 2014, CASA promulgated Consultation Draft CD1425SS which provided an instrument that
would legislate limits on the operational use of all aircraft fitted with Jabiru engines. The stated concern the
proposal attempts to address is the on‐going issue relating to the reliability of the Jabiru engines in all the
various marks and models, and public safety in the form of passengers carried or student pilot operation of
aircraft with these engines.
This proposed instrument expresses the intent to impose operating limitations on Jabiru powered
aircraft that are issued with a CASR Part 21 authorisation by way of conditions under CASR 11.068.
It will also impose the same operating limitations on Jabiru powered aircraft that operate under the
exemptions in CAO 95.55, by way of a direction under CASR 11.245.
The proposed instrument will:
1. only permit operations by day under the visual flight rule, unless approved by CASA;
2. Require that Jabiru powered aircraft are operated in a manner that minimises the risk
of a forced landing into a populous areas;
3. Define ‘populous area’ by reference to whether an area is populous at the time of the
operation, meaning that (for example) a sports field would generally be a populous
area at a time when that field is in use;
4. Prohibit the carriage of passengers;
5. Prohibit the use of Jabiru powered aircraft for solo operations by student pilots, who
generally are less able to respond effectively to an engine failure event;
6. require that a notice be located in each Jabiru powered aircraft, conspicuous to each
occupant of the aircraft, that states the limitations in paragraphs (4) and (5) above
and notes that the occupants fly at their own risk.
CASA has considered whether to impose further limitations to better protect pilots. On balance,
CASA considers that pilots are in a position to make their own assessment of whether to fly in a
Jabiru powered aircraft, and to determine their ability to deal with an engine failure event. The
proposed instrument therefore does not affect solo operations by qualified pilots, or flying
training type activities involving an instructor and a student (including flight reviews and other
recurrent checks).
Impact on industry
The instrument will impact on private passenger operations and flying training operations
involving solo student flights. The impact is unavoidable in circumstances where CASA is
responding to urgent safety risks. However, CASA has formulated the limitations to be no more
burdensome than the requirements of safety demand.
The limitations will be lifted, progressively if appropriate, when appropriate corrective actions
have been identified and implemented.
Closing date for comment
CASA will consider all comments received as part of this consultation process when determining
the final terms of the instrument. Comments must be forwarded to the Project Leader, Lee
Ungermann, at sport@casa.gov.au, by close of business on Thursday 20 November 2014.
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- Brisbane Valley Flyer RA‐AUS provided an reply/update
Jabiru met with RA-Aus and the CASA in Canberra today in a lengthy and fruitful
meeting.
For the present, the CASA consultative instrument is not applicable.
Jabiru expressed its concern about its publication of the proposal which you probably
know was issued yesterday, 13th November, about 18 hours before our scheduled
meeting started. RA-Aus was also concerned about this super short notice with limited
time to respond.
We are very pleased to report that we and CASA have reached an agreement on a
pathway forward. That proposed limitations may not come to fruition, however Jabiru has
much work to do. Jabiru has already put in place a range of reforms and is demonstrating
to the CASA clear willingness to improve engine reliability.
What all parties in the meeting agreed was the need for improvement in the flow and
accuracy of information about engines and incidents. This needs the full co-operation of
all aircraft owners and operators.
Please keep information flowing to Jabiru, the RA-Aus or the CASA in response to the
CASA website request. It greatly assists air safety.
We thank RA-Aus President Michael Monck and CEO Michael Linke for their thoughtful
and positive assistance and for putting RA-Aus' position forward.
In the meantime Jabiru once again encourages all affected stakeholders to contact CASA
with their views on the proposed restrictions and to engage with other appropriate parties
to escalate their concerns if they wish to. As per our earlier advice the relevant contacts
are: The Minister for Transport, the Hon Warren Truss, W.Truss.MP@aph.gov.au Your
local federal member details can be found at www.aph.gov.au with state and local details
available at the relevant government website. Lee Ungermann of the SASAO office within
CASA can be contacted at lee.ungermann@casa.gov.au Please include
admin@raa.asn.au on all correspondence to CASA and members of parliament.

Open letter to BVSAC members from Richard (BVSAC Secretary) and Glenda Faint:
As many would be aware, CASA have proposed major restrictions on the operation of aircraft
fitted with Jabiru engines. Follow the link below for more details.
There have been meetings between Jabiru, RA Aus, and CASA with a plan of action apparently
put in place to the satisfaction of all parties.
However: If you have misgivings about the proposed restrictions, or the manner in which CASA
handled the situation, I would encourage you to at a minimum sign the on‐line petition.
Richard & Glenda Faint

What’s all the fuss about?
RA‐AUS, at the end of their reply, provided some statistics:
Reported data for 2014 year to date *January through October)
Hours Flown

Jabiru

Rotax

All (Includes other
engine types)

Hours flown

41834

71626

131227

Engine failures (full
or partial

28

16

51
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Taking th
hese figure, sim
mple arithmetic has alloweed me to comp
pile the comparitive table oof operating hours
h
versus failure occurran
nces.
Hou
urs per failuress

1494.0714

4475
5.625

25773.0784

This indiccates that, staatistically, every Jabiru engiine can be exp
pected to fail before it has ccompleted 20
000 hours
operatingg.
Note:: The Rotax figgures include failures experrienced in enggines in their 2 stroke rangee which are
considered by som
me to be notorriously unreliaable. As Jabiru
u does not manufacture 2 sttroke enginess, this
e manufacture
ers in terms oof their producct
must further indicaate the divide between theese two engine
bility or otherw
wise.
reliab
Editor’s ccomment:
In my opiinion, a revisio
on of Jabiru en
ngines to adddress their lackk of reliability is long overduue. However, this is
not the w
way to carry out such an exe
ercise with ecconomics and sound manag
gement practicces in mind. Ja
abiru
should ha
ave been takeen aside and forced
fo
to remeedy the unrelia
ability issues of
o their enginees long ago, and
a it is a
serious in
ndictment aga
ainst both CASSA and RA‐Auss that this hass not been don
ne before. Succh a knee‐jerkk reaction
as this indicates a disa
asterous lack of
o managemeent acumen in the people who oversee thhese safety issues, and
afety authoritty and legislattion administrrator, is the most responsibble. It also beg
ggars
CASA as tthe primary sa
belief tha
at CASA would
d only offer a single
s
week too reply or com
mment to this Consultation Draft. In fact, in view
of the serriouslness of its
i contents, th
he word “conssultation” is almost
a
an insu
ult.
Those wishing to add their
t
voice to the discussio n might consider adding their details to tthe petition below.
b
HTTPS: link prrovided.
Use the H

Cancell CASA's prroposed resstrictions

CASA have not prrovided anyy detail or reeason for th
he proposed heavy
T effect of
o such a resstriction
restricttion of all Jaabiru aircrafft engines. The
will bee detrimentaal to many aareas of general aviation
n in Australlia,
where the
t engine has
h been deeveloped and manufactu
ured, as welll as
many export
e
locattions worldw
wide.
CASA released th
he Consultattion Draft – CD1425SS
S on 13th
mber 2014 an
nd has onlyy given 7 daays for comm
ment.
Novem
Along with signin
ng this petitiion (link bellow), pleasee submit youur
T
Leadeer, Lee Ungermann at sport@casa.
s
.gov.au
commeents to the Team
or lee.uungermann@
@casa.gov.aau
https:///www.changge.org/p/the ‐hon‐warren
n‐truss‐mp‐cancel‐casa‐ss‐
proposeed‐restrictions‐on‐jabiru ‐aircraft‐enggines
JABIR
RU AIRCRA
AFT PTY LT
TD
PO Box 57
792
Bundaberrg West Qld 4670
0
Ph: 07 411551778
Fax: 07 41552669
Email: leig
ghc@jabiru.net.a
au
www.jabirru.net.au
www.faceb
book.com/Jabiru
uAircraft
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yer Myste
ery Aircrafft (Decem
mber Issue
e)

Whatt’s thiss?
Myste
ery Aircrafft (Novem
mber Issue
e)

An
nother it!

Moss M. A.
A 1. Flew 19
937

Designed by compan
ny founder W
William H. Moss,
the Mosss M. A. 1 firsst flew in 19337. The firm
advertissed the M.A.1 in the aeroonautical pre
ess,
including "Flight" ma
agazine wheere the aircra
aft was
offered for sale to private ownerrs for £750,
ed with a 95 hp Pobjoy N iagara III enggine.
equippe
The aircraft's maxim
mum speed w
was given as 132
o 38
mph, wiith a landing speed with fflaps down of
[2]
mph. However,
H
no orders weree received an
nd the
prototyp
pe was destrroyed in a craash in June 1950
1
which re
esulted in the death of W
William H. Mo
oss.[3]

e for the
t
Mo
onth
Joke

BirdsiPhoto
ograph
hy
Want an air‐to‐air or ground
g
shot of you and youur
dream m
machine? It’s easy
e
to arrange and will cosst less
than you might think. Grab the phone and contacct
night on0400 89 3632,
Peter Davvies or Rob Kn
or email kni.rob@bigp
pond.com
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Keeping up with the Play (Test yourself – how good are you, really?)
1. Propeller thrust is the force exerted:
A. Parallel to the relative airflow.
B. Perpendicular to the relative airflow.
C. Parallel to the plane of rotation.
D. Perpendicular to the plane of rotation.
2. Why does a propeller blade have a smaller blade angle at the tip than at the propeller hub?
A. Because the blade tip travels faster than the blade hub, so the blade angle must reduce
to maintain a constant angle of attack all along the blade.
B. Because the hub is much stronger and can absorb much more force than the tips, so the
blade angle is reduced to keep the more powerful thrust closer to the centre of the
propeller disc.
C. Because the propeller tips rotate at a higher RPM than the hub and this affects the blade
angle so it is reduced near the tips.
D. Affect the trim in level flight at cruise power and on approach at reduced speed.
3. Flaps are provided to increase lift. Why, then, does raising flaps increase the Lift/Drag ratio?
A. Because the CD decreases.
B. Because the decrease in lift experienced at flap retraction is not as great as the decrease
in drag.
C. Because the rise in drag as the flaps retract is greater than the rise in lift produced.
D. Because total drag falls with the decrease in form drag as the flaps retract.
4. Which of the following changes provides recovery from a stall?
A. Nose attitude.
B. Power.
C. Angle of attack.
D. Airspeed.
5. What causes the increase in stall speed on an aircraft in a turn:
A. The increase in angle of attack necessary to maintain height.
B. Backpressure on the stick necessary to maintain height.
C. Loading.
D. Decaying airspeed.

If you have any problems with these questions, call me(in the evenings) and let’s discuss it! Ed.
‐‐ooOOoo—
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- Brisbane Valley Flyer BRISBANE VALLEY SPORT AVIATION CLUB Inc
MINUTES OF THE 01.11.2014 GENERAL MEETING
MEETING LOCATION:
MEETING DATE:
MEETING OPENED:

Watts Bridge Memorial Airfield – BVSAC Clubrooms
1st November 2014
10:11AM

MEMBERS PRESENT:
APOLOGIES:
VISITORS:
NEW MEMBERS:
MINUTES:

13
Ian Ratcliffe, Danny Fowler, Mary Clarke, Neil Bowden, Liz Cook
2
Nil
October 2014 meeting of the BVSAC Inc.
Proposed: Mike Smith Seconded: Mal McKenzie Acceptance motion
carried.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

Wayne thanked Peter Freeman and Glenda Faint for attending to the trees
and shrubs around the BVSAC Clubhouse. He also thanked Mike Smith for
installing the TV Antenna and cleaning up around the hangar.

SECRETARY’S REPORT:

Richard reported that the Annual Return had been submitted to the
Department of Fair Trading. Other than that there had been had been very
little incoming or outgoing correspondence during the month. Richard
reported that the BVSAC Membership stands at 56 members. Those who
have not renewed will be receiving an invitation to rejoin email/letter.

TREASURER’S REPORT:

Priscilla provided a financial statement summary and advised that the
BVSAC ING account balance is $536.45 and that the BVSAC NAB account
balance is $1312.58
Priscilla tabled financial documents for those members requiring additional
details.

WBMA REPORT:

WBMA President Bruce Clarke commented on how the prolonged dry
season has affected the runways at Watts Bridge. He also advised that the
Watts Bridge AGM was to be held during November and encouraged
everyone to attend.

BUSINESS ARISING:

Richard Faint advised the meeting that 2 watering hoses had been
purchased as requested.

GENERAL BUSINESS:

Wayne Petty discussed the flooring options he had been investigating for
the clubrooms. The options included free laid vinyl, glued vinyl, vinyl tiles,
paint finish and carpet tiles. Following the discussion, which tended to
favour free laid vinyl, it was agreed to hold off making a final decision until
the club has sufficient funds to proceed.
The Christmas Party was discussed briefly. It was decided that the
committee would organize the event by emails.
The quiz questions in the newsletter were discussed in some detail.

NEXT MEETING:

The Christmas Party is to be held on the 29th November 2014 starting at
10:00am
The next Monthly Meeting will be held on the 7th February 2015 in the
BVSAC Clubrooms, Watts Bridge starting at 10:00AM A BBQ lunch will
follow the meeting.

MEETING CLOSED:

There being no further business, the meeting was declared closed at
10:36AM
‐‐ooOOoo‐‐
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